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InspirationInspiration



Ambient Print Campaign Ambient Print Campaign 

To avoid graffiti in railway stations the 
Australian agency Cooch Creative 
created this ambient print campaign. 

Team: Allan Myles : Photographer
Ron Samuel : Creative Director
Aleisha Zappia : Art Director
Spencer Battista : Art Director
Ron Samuel : Copywriter 

To avoid graffiti in railway stations the 
Australian agency Cooch Creative 
created this ambient print campaign. 

Team: Allan Myles : Photographer
Ron Samuel : Creative Director
Aleisha Zappia : Art Director
Spencer Battista : Art Director
Ron Samuel : Copywriter 

Source: http://commercial-archive.com/node/146221

http://commercial-archive.com/node/146221


Print Ad from Lenor: WindowPrint Ad from Lenor: Window

For the softener
Lenor : Agency: 
Grey Worldwide, 
Warszawa, 
Poland

For the softener
Lenor : Agency: 
Grey Worldwide, 
Warszawa, 
Poland

Source: http://fav.or.it/post/631804

http://www.grey.com/
http://fav.or.it/post/631804


Print Ad CampaignPrint Ad Campaign

Print ad 
Campaign
developed by 
Agency: TBWA, 
Tokyo for FRISK 
Gum. 

Print ad 
Campaign
developed by 
Agency: TBWA, 
Tokyo for FRISK 
Gum. 

Source: http://www.advertnews.com/

http://www.advertnews.com/


Print Ad: Sony EricssonPrint Ad: Sony Ericsson

The Brasilien 
Agency Talent 
developed this
print campaign
for Sony 
Ericsson to 
advertise a trip
to London. 

The Brasilien 
Agency Talent 
developed this
print campaign
for Sony 
Ericsson to 
advertise a trip
to London. 

Source: http://ads.chiquiworld.com/2008/10/30/sony-ericsson/

http://ads.chiquiworld.com/2008/10/30/sony-ericsson/


Ambient & OutdoorAmbient & Outdoor

This poster was 
fixed on chairs in 
restaurants near
to the VIP GYM 
Studios. 
Claim: Get up 
and run. VIP 
gym

This poster was 
fixed on chairs in 
restaurants near
to the VIP GYM 
Studios. 
Claim: Get up 
and run. VIP 
gym

Source: http://www.advertnews.com/vip-gym-chairs/

http://www.advertnews.com/vip-gym-chairs/


Ad Ideas By Students  Ad Ideas By Students  

These ideas were developed by students 
(see link below). 
These ideas were developed by students 
(see link below). 

Source: http://www.advertnews.com/10-creative-advertising-ideas-from-students/

http://www.advertnews.com/10-creative-advertising-ideas-from-students/


Print Ad Hard Rock Cafe: ForkPrint Ad Hard Rock Cafe: Fork

Poster for a 
Hard Rock Cafe 
Grand Opening. 
It‘s from 2007 -
but still cool.  

Poster for a 
Hard Rock Cafe 
Grand Opening. 
It‘s from 2007 -
but still cool.  

Source: http://raduolteanu.deviantart.com/art/Hard-Rock-Cafe-The-Fork-2-63085229

http://raduolteanu.deviantart.com/art/Hard-Rock-Cafe-The-Fork-2-63085229


Print Ad Campaign: Money TransferPrint Ad Campaign: Money Transfer

Money transfer taken literally by the 
Agency Ambience Publicis, Mumbai 
for Western Union Bank. 

Money transfer taken literally by the 
Agency Ambience Publicis, Mumbai 
for Western Union Bank. 

Source: www.advertnews.com/western-union-money-transfer-campaign

http://www.advertnews.com/western-union-money-transfer-campaign


Prind Ad WonderbraPrind Ad Wonderbra

Very simple execution to demonstrate the 
„effectivness“ of a Wonderbra.
Agency: desconocida

Very simple execution to demonstrate the 
„effectivness“ of a Wonderbra.
Agency: desconocida

Source: http://ads.chiquiworld.com/category/moda/

http://ads.chiquiworld.com/category/moda/


Print Ad For A Fry-panPrint Ad For A Fry-pan

To dramatize, that nothing sticks on frypans
of Tramontina, the agency Reskala y 
Asociados placed an egg-sticker on the 
picture of the frypan. When the reader lifts 
the egg-sticker, he can read „Nothing stick on 
it“. 

Advertising Agency: Reskala y Asociados, 
México City, Mexico

To dramatize, that nothing sticks on frypans
of Tramontina, the agency Reskala y 
Asociados placed an egg-sticker on the 
picture of the frypan. When the reader lifts 
the egg-sticker, he can read „Nothing stick on 
it“. 

Advertising Agency: Reskala y Asociados, 
México City, Mexico

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/11/tramontina-eggs/

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/11/tramontina-eggs/


Pro-Pono Ad For Clean WaterPro-Pono Ad For Clean Water

The Agency STIR 
Milwaukee, USA
promoted with 
this pro-pono ad 
Milwaukee 
Riverkeeper's
work towards 
clean and 
swimmable
rivers.

The Agency STIR 
Milwaukee, USA
promoted with 
this pro-pono ad 
Milwaukee 
Riverkeeper's
work towards 
clean and 
swimmable
rivers.

Source: http://stirstuff.com/

http://stirstuff.com/
http://stirstuff.com/


Print Ad For Volkswagen CrafterPrint Ad For Volkswagen Crafter

The Agency DDB, Italy visualized the space   
of a Volkswagen Crafter (Transporter). 
The Agency DDB, Italy visualized the space   
of a Volkswagen Crafter (Transporter). 

Source: http://ads.chiquiworld.com/2008/10/14/volkswagen-16/

http://ads.chiquiworld.com/2008/10/14/volkswagen-16/


Nike‘s Mobile 3D Campaign For Soccer ShoeNike‘s Mobile 3D Campaign For Soccer Shoe

To launch their new soccer shoe „T90“ in 
Hong Kong, Nike conducted a mobile 
campaign using 3D technology: A series of 
codes were hidden all over Hong Kong. 
Consumers must find the markers like a 
scavenger hunt. They have to point their 
camera phone at them, which will summon 
an image of a Nike soccer shoe and ball on 
their screen and reveal a special code unique 
to that location. 
The more codes consumers collect and send 
via sms to Nike, the more chances they have 
to win Nike gear. 
http://210.48.79.8/awards/nike/

To launch their new soccer shoe „T90“ in 
Hong Kong, Nike conducted a mobile 
campaign using 3D technology: A series of 
codes were hidden all over Hong Kong. 
Consumers must find the markers like a 
scavenger hunt. They have to point their 
camera phone at them, which will summon 
an image of a Nike soccer shoe and ball on 
their screen and reveal a special code unique 
to that location. 
The more codes consumers collect and send 
via sms to Nike, the more chances they have 
to win Nike gear. 
http://210.48.79.8/awards/nike/

Source: http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/news/advertising/1266.html

http://www.mobilemarketer.com/cms/news/advertising/1266.html


Print Ads – Audi RS4 Print Ads – Audi RS4 

Designed to thrill. Audi RS4 V8 420 HP 
quattro.
Agency: DDB Spain

Designed to thrill. Audi RS4 V8 420 HP 
quattro.
Agency: DDB Spain

Source: http://www.adsneeze.com/cars/vaesa-audi
/

http://www.adsneeze.com/cars/vaesa-audi
http://www.advertnews.com/13-powerful-uses-of-sexual-imagery-in-advertising/


Nissan Pathfinder: Rear View CameraNissan Pathfinder: Rear View Camera

To demonstrate how useful a rear view 
camera especially for SUV's is,  TBWA 
placed smashed trolleys in public parking 
garages all over Dubai. Above the damaged 
trolley there was a sign placed with the 
message: Rear View Camera. Standard In 
The Nissan Pathfinder. 

Agency: TBWA\RAAD Middle East, Dubai, 
UAE

To demonstrate how useful a rear view 
camera especially for SUV's is,  TBWA 
placed smashed trolleys in public parking 
garages all over Dubai. Above the damaged 
trolley there was a sign placed with the 
message: Rear View Camera. Standard In 
The Nissan Pathfinder. 

Agency: TBWA\RAAD Middle East, Dubai, 
UAE

Source: http://adoholik.com/2008/10/10/nissan-pathfinder-rear-view-camera/

http://adoholik.com/2008/10/10/nissan-pathfinder-rear-view-camera/


Print Campaign for a Water Resistant Marker Print Campaign for a Water Resistant Marker 

Grey, Barcelona 
developed this 
print campaign 
to demonstrate 
that Pilot Water 
Resistant 
Markers labels 
everything. 

Grey, Barcelona 
developed this 
print campaign 
to demonstrate 
that Pilot Water 
Resistant 
Markers labels 
everything. 

Source: http://www.bestadsontv.com/print_details.php?id=17455#mouse%20run

http://www.bestadsontv.com/print_details.php?id=17455


Print Ad: Fuji Quicksnap Print Ad: Fuji Quicksnap 

Nice idea to 
show the 
„waterproofness“
of the Fuji 
Quicksnap. 
Agency: Ogilvy
& Mather, 
Indonesia 

Nice idea to 
show the 
„waterproofness“
of the Fuji 
Quicksnap. 
Agency: Ogilvy
& Mather, 
Indonesia 

Source: http://commercial-archive.com/node/145961

http://commercial-archive.com/node/145961


Ambient Campaign: Elevator – StairsAmbient Campaign: Elevator – Stairs

Becel offers 
products which 
should reduce 
cholesterol and 
therefore protect 
your heart. This 
ambient 
campaign should 
underline this 
benefit. Claim: 
“Take action. 
Love your heart.”

Agency: Lowe, 
Turkey

Becel offers 
products which 
should reduce 
cholesterol and 
therefore protect 
your heart. This 
ambient 
campaign should 
underline this 
benefit. Claim: 
“Take action. 
Love your heart.”

Agency: Lowe, 
Turkey

Source: http://www.adpunch.org/entry/take-action-love-your-heart/

http://www.adpunch.org/entry/take-action-love-your-heart/


Grass Flip Flops To Feel The Summer MagicGrass Flip Flops To Feel The Summer Magic

This grass flip 
flops from the 
doughnut maker
Krispy Kreme
gives you the 
ultimate summer 
feeling. These 
flip flops were 
distributed within 
the summer 
promotion 
„Share the 
summer magic“. 

This grass flip 
flops from the 
doughnut maker
Krispy Kreme
gives you the 
ultimate summer 
feeling. These 
flip flops were 
distributed within 
the summer 
promotion 
„Share the 
summer magic“. 

Source: http://www.weheartstuff.co.uk/?p=349

http://www.weheartstuff.co.uk/?p=349


Häagen-Dazs Sleepy Bed ConcertHäagen-Dazs Sleepy Bed Concert

In Tokio Häagen-Dazs organized a classic 
concert. 
100 Couples who won a raffle were invited to 
join the “Dolce Heavenly Concert”. They 
offered them lavish beds and unlimited ice 
cream to watch a classical concert in 
maximum comfort.

In Tokio Häagen-Dazs organized a classic 
concert. 
100 Couples who won a raffle were invited to 
join the “Dolce Heavenly Concert”. They 
offered them lavish beds and unlimited ice 
cream to watch a classical concert in 
maximum comfort.

Source: http://tinsiders.blogspot.com/2008/10/hagen-dazs-sleepy-bed-concert.html

http://tinsiders.blogspot.com/2008/10/hagen-dazs-sleepy-bed-concert.html


Packaging Design For TeaPackaging Design For Tea

TBWA, Turkey came up with a lovely little 
packaging for restaurant chains in-house 
teabags. Each one has a different sporting 
activity hanging off the string.

TBWA, Turkey came up with a lovely little 
packaging for restaurant chains in-house 
teabags. Each one has a different sporting 
activity hanging off the string.

Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/ambient/the_house_cafe_tea_health

http://adsoftheworld.com/media/ambient/the_house_cafe_tea_health


TV-Ad From Nandos ChipsTV-Ad From Nandos Chips

The American 
fast-food chain
Nandos double-
breasted burger 
tv-ad proves that
sex sells.

Watch it, or u don‘t 
understand it ;-)

The American 
fast-food chain
Nandos double-
breasted burger 
tv-ad proves that
sex sells.

Watch it, or u don‘t 
understand it ;-)

Source: http://thedenveregotist.com/article/2815/nandos-double-breasted-burger

http://thedenveregotist.com/article/2815/nandos-double-breasted-burger


TV-Ad About An Amazing DressTV-Ad About An Amazing Dress

For the Italien
mineral water,  
Mattoni Matthias 
Zentner
developed a tv-
spot featuring
the top model 
Hana
Soukupová
showing off a 
dress made from 
water. 

For the Italien
mineral water,  
Mattoni Matthias 
Zentner
developed a tv-
spot featuring
the top model 
Hana
Soukupová
showing off a 
dress made from 
water. 

Source: http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/amazing-dresses-made-from-water-mattoni-mineral-water-ad

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/amazing-dresses-made-from-water-mattoni-mineral-water-ad


Mailing Against „Finning“Mailing Against „Finning“

To blame the cruelty of "finning" - a inhuman 
practice of hacking off the shark`s fins and 
throwing its still living body back into the see -
Y&R, Frankfurt developed a powerful and 
involving mailing for the initiative "the 
Sharkproject".
The envelope has been made of rough, grey 
coloured paper, similar to a shark skin. The 
top side of the envelope has been marked 
where to cut it off. When opening the letter a 
bloody fin is uncovered.

To blame the cruelty of "finning" - a inhuman 
practice of hacking off the shark`s fins and 
throwing its still living body back into the see -
Y&R, Frankfurt developed a powerful and 
involving mailing for the initiative "the 
Sharkproject".
The envelope has been made of rough, grey 
coloured paper, similar to a shark skin. The 
top side of the envelope has been marked 
where to cut it off. When opening the letter a 
bloody fin is uncovered.

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/sharkproject.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/sharkproject.jpg


Ambient Marketing: Ketchup BottomsAmbient Marketing: Ketchup Bottoms

JWT, New York had an amusing ambient 
idea for their client „Dressing for Pleasure“, a 
specialist in fetishwear. 
They placed the erotic stickers on the 
bottoms of ketchup bottles. 

JWT, New York had an amusing ambient 
idea for their client „Dressing for Pleasure“, a 
specialist in fetishwear. 
They placed the erotic stickers on the 
bottoms of ketchup bottles. 

Source: http://www.coloribus.com/paedia/prints/2008/10/20/205339/

http://www.coloribus.com/paedia/prints/2008/10/20/205339/


Biggest Outdoor Ad EverBiggest Outdoor Ad Ever

Biggest outdoor
ad ever: Where
else than in 
Dubai? The 
record-breaking 
banner for 
Sorouh Real 
Estate covers 
20,000 sqm and 
will be seen by 
an estimated 14 
million people. 
This world-
record was set
by the outdoor
advertising
agency Ad-Air. 

Biggest outdoor
ad ever: Where
else than in 
Dubai? The 
record-breaking 
banner for 
Sorouh Real 
Estate covers 
20,000 sqm and 
will be seen by 
an estimated 14 
million people. 
This world-
record was set
by the outdoor
advertising
agency Ad-Air. 

Source: http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2007/oct/24/advertising

http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2007/oct/24/advertising


Design Idea For Old CD’sDesign Idea For Old CD’s

The Spanish designer Belen Hermosa found a 
solution for useless CD’s and exhibited it on 
the Furniture Fair in Valencia. 

The Spanish designer Belen Hermosa found a 
solution for useless CD’s and exhibited it on 
the Furniture Fair in Valencia. 

Source: http://www.gearlive.com/news/article/q307-panda-chair-cds/

http://www.gearlive.com/news/article/q307-panda-chair-cds/


Shoe Rack „Kickit!“Shoe Rack „Kickit!“

The Shoe Rack
„Kitit!“ is a box 
furniture, a 
seat, a light and 
a sculpture -
everything in 
one. 
You can kick 
the shoe from
your foot
directly into the 
rack. 
However, this
comfort is not
cheap: Price for 
the Kickit! 
1,980.00 €

The Shoe Rack
„Kitit!“ is a box 
furniture, a 
seat, a light and 
a sculpture -
everything in 
one. 
You can kick 
the shoe from
your foot
directly into the 
rack. 
However, this
comfort is not
cheap: Price for 
the Kickit! 
1,980.00 €

Source: http://culturalfuel.com/2008/10/17/shoe-rack-kickit/ or http://www.magazin.com/Kategorie/-62/Kickit.html

http://culturalfuel.com/2008/10/17/shoe-rack-kickit/
http://www.magazin.com/Kategorie/-62/Kickit.html


Hot Gadget: Top Toy Sellers In JapanHot Gadget: Top Toy Sellers In Japan

Amazon Shipping Box Doll is Toy top Seller in 
Japan. Obviously the doll based on an 
character in an animee book. It could be 
ordered under http://www.amazon.co.jp/.

Amazon Shipping Box Doll is Toy top Seller in 
Japan. Obviously the doll based on an 
character in an animee book. It could be 
ordered under http://www.amazon.co.jp/.

Source: http://www.i4u.com/article21129.html

http://www.amazon.co.jp/
http://www.i4u.com/article21129.html


Design For GlassesDesign For Glasses

Luís Porém created a way to change each
day the design of glasses thanks to inks of 
colors.

Luís Porém created a way to change each
day the design of glasses thanks to inks of 
colors.

Source: www.fubiz.net%2fblog%2findex.php%3f2008%2f10%2f20%2f2318-rgb-glasses

http://66.196.80.202/babelfish/translate_url_content?.intl=fr&lp=fr_en&trurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.fubiz.net%2fblog%2findex.php%3f2008%2f10%2f20%2f2318-rgb-glasses


InsightsInsights



Online Retailers Get Social with FacebookOnline Retailers Get Social with Facebook

Due to an article by eMarketer more online 
retailers have fan pages on facebook than on 
other social media sites. 

Nearly one-third of respondent claimed that 
they had a Facebook page. In contrast, 27% 
of respondents had a MySpace page and just 
over one-quarter had a page on YouTube. 

Due to an article by eMarketer more online 
retailers have fan pages on facebook than on 
other social media sites. 

Nearly one-third of respondent claimed that 
they had a Facebook page. In contrast, 27% 
of respondents had a MySpace page and just 
over one-quarter had a page on YouTube. 

Source: http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1006674

http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1006674


Generation X: Digital Natives & Immune Against Traditional AdvertisingGeneration X: Digital Natives & Immune Against Traditional Advertising

Generation X is becoming older.
In the U.S. 83.8 million people are in the 25-
to-44-year-old Gen X age range. They are
established, have enough money to spend 
and 90% of them are using the Internet. 

“Generation X fervently embraces electronic 
media,” according to the new eMarketer
report, Generation X: Coming of Age Online: 
“Computers, PDAs and mobile phones are 
ingrained into all aspects of Generation Xers’
lives. They eagerly embrace new gadgets 
and applications as replacements for existing 
ones.”

Due to the fact that the media usage of 
Generation X is fragmented,  the study 
concludes that Generation X is immune
against traditional advertising.

Generation X is becoming older.
In the U.S. 83.8 million people are in the 25-
to-44-year-old Gen X age range. They are
established, have enough money to spend 
and 90% of them are using the Internet. 

“Generation X fervently embraces electronic 
media,” according to the new eMarketer
report, Generation X: Coming of Age Online: 
“Computers, PDAs and mobile phones are 
ingrained into all aspects of Generation Xers’
lives. They eagerly embrace new gadgets 
and applications as replacements for existing 
ones.”

Due to the fact that the media usage of 
Generation X is fragmented,  the study 
concludes that Generation X is immune
against traditional advertising.

Read more: www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1006699

http://www.emarketer.com/Report.aspx?emarketer_xxxxxx
http://www.emarketer.com/Report.aspx?emarketer_xxxxxx
http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1006699


Customer Satisfaction: Feedback Is Important For ShoppersCustomer Satisfaction: Feedback Is Important For Shoppers

Not only the treatment of the consumer but 
also taking notice of their feedback is 
important for the today's shopper. An Online-
Study in order of RightNow Technologies 
concerning Customer satisfaction and 
feedback reveal this result and the following:

• 84% of all interviewees would not make 
more deals with companies, they have 
negative experiences with

• Nearly 70% have no problem with a survey 
directly after shopping, if this is useful for 
the improvement of products and services

• 69% wants to bring in their emotions and 
impressions directly in the feedback

• Telephone survey is refused by the 
majority of interviewees, 74% rather wants 
to be proactive by writing an email to the 
company

Not only the treatment of the consumer but 
also taking notice of their feedback is 
important for the today's shopper. An Online-
Study in order of RightNow Technologies 
concerning Customer satisfaction and 
feedback reveal this result and the following:

• 84% of all interviewees would not make 
more deals with companies, they have 
negative experiences with

• Nearly 70% have no problem with a survey 
directly after shopping, if this is useful for 
the improvement of products and services

• 69% wants to bring in their emotions and 
impressions directly in the feedback

• Telephone survey is refused by the 
majority of interviewees, 74% rather wants 
to be proactive by writing an email to the 
company

Read full article : http://www.wuv.de/studiendatenbank/studien_detail.php?nr=1225119833

http://www.wuv.de/studiendatenbank/studien_detail.php?nr=1225119833


Test Reports Affect Buying DecisionTest Reports Affect Buying Decision

Consumer are significantly influenced by test 
reports, this is the result of the latest study of 
the market research institution Lightspeed
Research.

After the survey of 1000 participants from 
Germany, Great Britain and France, it 
becomes clear that the reading of three 
negative criticism are enough for 40% of the 
German people, to change their opinion 
about a product. 30% are changing their 
opinion already after reading 2 negative test  
reports.
Google, Yahoo, Amazon and Consumer 
organisations such as Stiftung Warentest, are 
researched by a great majority after test 
reports. 76% consider these consumer 
organisations as the most trustworthy 
sources for test reports.

Consumer are significantly influenced by test 
reports, this is the result of the latest study of 
the market research institution Lightspeed
Research.

After the survey of 1000 participants from 
Germany, Great Britain and France, it 
becomes clear that the reading of three 
negative criticism are enough for 40% of the 
German people, to change their opinion 
about a product. 30% are changing their 
opinion already after reading 2 negative test  
reports.
Google, Yahoo, Amazon and Consumer 
organisations such as Stiftung Warentest, are 
researched by a great majority after test 
reports. 76% consider these consumer 
organisations as the most trustworthy 
sources for test reports.

Read full article : http://www.wuv.de/studiendatenbank/studien_detail.php?nr=1225186278

http://www.wuv.de/studiendatenbank/studien_detail.php?nr=1225186278


Germany Has The Most Passive Internet UsersGermany Has The Most Passive Internet Users

Based on a Forrester study, Germany has the 
most passive internet users in comparison to 
other countries: 

• 53 % of Germans are inactive internet user. 
• 42 % of the French  and  the Brits are not 
using the internet. 

• Only 7 % of Korean are inactive regarding 
internet usage. 

Forrester Research developed the 
classification or typology system „Social 
Technographics“ (see graphic on the right).

Based on a Forrester study, Germany has the 
most passive internet users in comparison to 
other countries: 

• 53 % of Germans are inactive internet user. 
• 42 % of the French  and  the Brits are not 
using the internet. 

• Only 7 % of Korean are inactive regarding 
internet usage. 

Forrester Research developed the 
classification or typology system „Social 
Technographics“ (see graphic on the right).

Source: http://upload-magazin.de/?p=1245 and http://webciety.kongressmedia.de/2008/10/26/trendthema-mitmach-gesellschaft/

http://upload-magazin.de/?p=1245
http://webciety.kongressmedia.de/2008/10/26/trendthema-mitmach-gesellschaft/


Social Web Now MainstreamSocial Web Now Mainstream

What already everyone have assumed is now 
proven by the same Forrester Research 
study mentioned on the previous slide. 

75% of Internet users participate in some 
form of social media, up from 56 %  in 2007. 
.

What already everyone have assumed is now 
proven by the same Forrester Research 
study mentioned on the previous slide. 

75% of Internet users participate in some 
form of social media, up from 56 %  in 2007. 
.

Source; http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/digital/e3icc3b73373ecfd4ebf44ac00c93a10f7d

http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/digital/e3icc3b73373ecfd4ebf44ac00c93a10f7d


Nielsen-Online Report: Kids Encounter Ads Less Than AdultsNielsen-Online Report: Kids Encounter Ads Less Than Adults

....this was published by Adweek according to 
the latest report by Nielsen Online: Kids and 
teens are exposed to far less with advertising 
than adults do while surfing the Web.

Nielsen's analysis found that kids 2-11 
endure the lowest level of ad clutter on the 
Internet, while the 12-17 group experiences 
the second lowest level, based on the 
company's new "clutter expose" metric for 
online advertising. Meanwhile, the 65 and 
older Web surfing crowd sees more ads than 
any group, reported Nielsen, which found that 
higher ad clutter correlates with consumers' 
ages.

....this was published by Adweek according to 
the latest report by Nielsen Online: Kids and 
teens are exposed to far less with advertising 
than adults do while surfing the Web.

Nielsen's analysis found that kids 2-11 
endure the lowest level of ad clutter on the 
Internet, while the 12-17 group experiences 
the second lowest level, based on the 
company's new "clutter expose" metric for 
online advertising. Meanwhile, the 65 and 
older Web surfing crowd sees more ads than 
any group, reported Nielsen, which found that 
higher ad clutter correlates with consumers' 
ages.

Source: http://www.nielsen-online.com/pr/pr_081028.pdf

http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/agency/e3ic75447be81df667c86714b4b0600748c
http://www.nielsen-online.com/pr/pr_081028.pdf
http://www.nielsen-online.com/pr/pr_081028.pdf


Substantial Growth In Online Video Ads Substantial Growth In Online Video Ads 

Due to eMarketer, around 67% of U.S. 
Internet users - this equals 129.5 million
people – will have viewed online video ads in 
2008. By 2012 four out of five U.S. Internet 
users will view video ads. This would 
correspond to an amount of 174,8 million 
internet users. 
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Study: Coke Is The “Most Talked About Brand” In AmericaStudy: Coke Is The “Most Talked About Brand” In America

How effective word-of-mouth can be, is 
reflected in a new study released by the 
Keller Fay Group.
The study is based on 25,142 consumer 
conversations conducted between January 
and August 2008 (on and offline).
On the following ranks are AT&T (2), Verizon
(3) and key competitor of coke: Pepsi. 
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Photo by Coca-cola.com

Read full article: http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/direct/e3ifcb24c059ef1f1a63288d92c138ac310?imw=Y

http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/direct/e3ifcb24c059ef1f1a63288d92c138ac310?imw=Y


ACTA 2008: Top 10 Online-Shops in GermanyACTA 2008: Top 10 Online-Shops in Germany

Source: http://www.excitingcommerce.de/2008/11/acta-2008-die-t.html
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Translater Eyeglass: The TranslayferersTranslater Eyeglass: The Translayferers

Kyle Lawson developed „Translayferers“, an 
eyeglass with integrated translation software. 
It allows anyone to read anything written in 
any language.  
How it works: Push the button at the glasses. 
When activated, Translayferers will scan, 
translate and replace text written in one 
language to another language via Altavista
Babel Fish. 
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Pillcam - The Camera To SwallowPillcam - The Camera To Swallow

The Pillcam was developed for early
diagnosis for example cancer. The size of the 
Pillcamera is 11 x 31mm. It records the 
journey through the body after the patient
swallowed the camera. 
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swallowed the camera. 

Source: http://www.futurebytes.ch/digitalkamera/pillcam-die-kamera-zum-schlucken/10846/#more-10846
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Search Engine With Image RecognitionSearch Engine With Image Recognition

TinEye is the first image search engine on 
the web to use image identification 
technology. You can submit an image to 
TinEye to find out where and how that image 
appears on the web, or to find modified or 
edited versions.

TinEye is the first image search engine on 
the web to use image identification 
technology. You can submit an image to 
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Source: http://tineye.com/faq
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Internet-TV Plus ChattingInternet-TV Plus Chatting

Inner Live is a new Website which offers Web 
TV online for free. It allows users to stream 
and chat at the same time with people 
watching the same direct TV channels. 

Inner Live is a new Website which offers Web 
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Source: http://www.inner-live.com/
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The First All-Electric MINI: The MINI E – Drivers WantedThe First All-Electric MINI: The MINI E – Drivers Wanted

Before the official launch of the MINI Space 
Project up to 500 test-drivers in the USA   
applied for driving the first all-electric MINI E . 
The MINI E offers carbon-free driving (zero 
carbon emissions) powered by a 100 % 
electric motor, seamless acceleration to 100 
km/h (62 mph) in just 8.5 seconds, and a top 
speed of 152 km/h (95 mph).
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Source: http://www.minispace.com/en_us/projects/electric-mini-e/
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Retail: “Tryvertising” In Sample lab!-StoreRetail: “Tryvertising” In Sample lab!-Store

The Japanese business magazine J@pan 
Inc reported about the test store Sample lab! 
which plays with the business idea that 
everyone loves new things that cost nothing. 
The designated customers of Sample lab! are  
women between 20 to 30 years. They can try 
the newest cosmetics, snacks, electronic 
gadgets and energy drinks. They have the 
option to purchase a full-sized version of the 
product in-store, or to take home more free 
samples. To avoid „freebehunters“ a 
membership registration is needed for a small 
budget.

Finally, customers have to fill out a 
questionnaire about the product they took 
home. The results are sold to the 
manufacturer(s). Nobody is surprised about 
the fact that behind Sample lab! stands a 
research institute. 
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Source: http://www.japaninc.com/mgz_october_2008_sample-lab
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PEER39 Semantic Advertising SolutionPEER39 Semantic Advertising Solution

Peer 39 launched a new advertising product, 
SemanticMatch™ that provides the ability to 
serve ads based on the meaning of a website 
page’s content. The technology identifies if a 
text is written in a negative or positive mood . 
Therefore it is possible to avoid to place 
banner in a negatively written text. 

Peer 39 launched a new advertising product, 
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page’s content. The technology identifies if a 
text is written in a negative or positive mood . 
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Source: http://www.webadvantage.net/webadblog/peer39-and-rise-of-semantic-advertising-677
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A Sandal Which Charges iPodsA Sandal Which Charges iPods

The Japanese telecommunication giant NTT 
engineered a “generator-shoe”. With each 
step the shoe produces enough electricity to 
provide an iPod with power - at least as long 
as you walk. 

The Japanese telecommunication giant NTT 
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Source: http://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/tech/0,1518,584519,00.html
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News4Me – Personalized Electronic NewspaperNews4Me – Personalized Electronic Newspaper

The idea of the project of „News4Me“ is: 
Receive personalized electronic newspapers 
wherever you are. 
Subscriptions are possible to complete issues 
or to individual sections from differing 
newspapers, which will then be transmitted to 
mobile devices. The content and layout adapt 
constantly to the way that you read. In future, 
wherever you are, you will benefit from easy 
access to current news and information which 
correspond to your personal interests.
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Source: http://www.laboratories.telekom.com/ipws/English/News/Archiv/2008/Pages/News4Me.aspx
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US-Premier Of The First Google Phone – G1 AndroidUS-Premier Of The First Google Phone – G1 Android

End of October 2008 Google has launched
the Google phone T-Mobile G1 based
on the operation system Android. Google 
and T-Mobile promised that the Google 
phone can do everything except cooking 
your meal. The Google phone is a slide 
phone which combines a touch screen, 
keypad and trackball.
In Germany it will be launched in early 2009 
and only available with a T-Mobile contract.
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Source: http://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/mobil/0,1518,585672,00.html
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Walking House Walking House 

The Danish art group N55 in cooperation with 
the engineers at MIT in Massachusetts,  
created a prototype of a house which could be 
a solution for the living space problem in 
metropolises like Tokyo, Hong Kong or New 
York: a home built on six hydraulic legs that 
can walk. The Walking House is 10ft high and 
is solar and wind powered. It can stroll at 
walking pace across all terrains. It has a living 
room, kitchen, toilet, bed, wood stove and 
mainframe computer which controls the legs. 
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Source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/3235261/Walking-house-can-escape-floods-or-unruly-neighbours.html
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CBS starts Location Based AdvertisingCBS starts Location Based Advertising

Mobile social networking tool Loopt
cooperates with CBS Mobile to air targeted
advertising based on GPS location 
information. This means that a Loopt user 
who is browsing a CBS Mobile site (e.g.  
CBS Sports) receives an ad for a restaurant 
or an apparel store next to him.
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Source: MedienTrendreport November 2008
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